Projection-data based temporal maximum attenuation computed tomography: determination of internal target volume for lung cancer against intra-fraction motion.
The concept of internal target volume (ITV) is highly significant in radiotherapy for the lung, an organ which is hampered by organ motion. To date, different methods to obtain the ITV have been published and are therefore available. To define ITV, we developed a new method by adapting a time filter to the four-dimensional CT scan technique (4DCT) which is projection-data processing (4D projection data maximum attenuation (4DPM)), and compared it with reconstructed image processing (4D image maximum intensity projection (4DIM)) using a phantom and clinical evaluations. 4DIM and 4DPM captured accurate maximum intensity volume (MIV), that is tumour encompassing volume, easily. Although 4DIM increased the CT number 1.8 times higher than 4DPM, 4DPM provided the original tumour CT number for MIV via a reconstruction algorithm. In the patient with lung fibrosis honeycomb, the MIV with 4DIM is 0.7 cm larger than that for cine imaging in the cranio-caudal direction. 4DPM therefore provided an accurate MIV independent of patient characteristics and reconstruction conditions. These findings indicate the usefulness of 4DPM in determining ITV in radiotherapy.